
Noun Review Exercises

A. Each sentence contains three to five common and proper nouns.
Read each sentence carefully.

-Underline the common nouns
-Circle the proper nouns
-Double underline any collective nouns

1) Scientists on Antarctica study weather and wildlife.

2) The Little Mermaid is a story by Hans Christian Andersen about love and bravery. 

3) My bookshelf holds photos of my family and books by Lois Lowry.

4) Tourists come to Egypt to visit pyramids and tombs.

5) Mrs. Morris teaches our class science, math, and reading.

6) Our cat Snowball likes tuna better than chicken. 

7) The bus stops at the corner of First Avenue and Oak Street.

8) A herd of elephants ran free across the plains of Africa.

9) Mom and Dad bought pizza for the team to celebrate our victory.

10) Several streams and rivers flow into Lake Michigan.

11) The Titanic, a famous ship, was crossing the Atlantic Ocean when it hit an iceberg.

12) Saturn, with its many rings, is a planet of great mystery and beauty. 

13) The Empire State Building has 73 elevators and 1,860 steps. 

14) Waffles and omelets are on the menu at Bob’s Diner.

B. Directions: Circle the collective nouns.

1. Peter joined the army after finishing school.

2. Our committee will meet every other Tuesday.

3. The members of the orchestra traveled to Japan.

4. I got lost in the crowd.

5. A pride of lions crept past the trees.

6. When we looked at the audience we felt nervous.

7. The troop of soldiers marched together.

8. The faculty had a meeting at the end of the day.



C. Write the plural form of each of the following nouns.

light _____________________ potato _____________________

leaf _____________________ dwarf _____________________

spy _____________________ fax _____________________

branch _____________________ ox _____________________

torpedo _____________________ file _____________________

buffalo _____________________ key _____________________

enemy _____________________ thief _____________________

child _____________________ tray _____________________

life _____________________ calf _____________________

play _____________________ dash _____________________

D. Write the correct possessive noun to show belonging.

Example: The ball belongs to the boys the boys' ball

1. The car belongs to the man ________________________________

2. The dinner belongs to the family ________________________________

3. The books belong to the students ________________________________

4. The candy belongs to Jessica ________________________________

5. The mess belongs to the dogs ________________________________

6. The painting belongs to the woman ________________________________

7. The homework belongs to Mike ________________________________

8. The mouse hole belongs to the mice ________________________________

9. The blanket belongs to the child ________________________________

10. The house belongs to Mrs. Johnson ________________________________



E. Choose the correct collective noun to complete each sentence.

team bunch flock

pair set band

1. The newlyweds received a ____________________ of fine china dishes.

2. My nephew is a trumpet player who plays with a very talented _______________
of jazz musicians.

3. Because my feet have grown again, I will need a new ________________ of
winter boots.

4. The __________________ of horses that led the parade was decked out with
ribbons and bells in their manes.

5. Our bus was delayed when a ________________ of sheep unexpectedly and
slowly crossed the road in front of us.

6. A _______________ of overripe bananas on the counter attracted many fruitflies.


